
Above All



OVERVIEW

Nestled on the highlands of Bromo, Plataran Bromo offers

sublime views of the rural beauty of agricultural plantations

woven into the surrounding hills. It is strategically located

at the gateway of the UNESCO World Heritage Site – Bromo

Tengger Semeru National Park.

A concept of harmonizing adventure and entertainment,

Plataran Bromo is a destination where guests can immerse

in the natural beauty of Bromo through comforting lodging,

authentic cuisine experience, rich cultural entertainment,

nature-inspired activities, and thrilling sport events.

Surrounding nature and wilderness allure visitors to get off

the beaten track for an unforgettable holiday.



DESTINATION

Strategically located at the gateway of the UNESCO

World Heritage Site - Bromo Tengger Semeru

National Park, Plataran Bromo is 16 KM from Mt. Bromo, 

40 KM from Malang Abdul Rachman Saleh Airport, 108 

KM from the Surabaya Juanda International Airport,

making it ideal for both leisure and business travelers.





ACCOMMODATION

Founder’s Home
Overlooking the majestic hills of Bromo, the Founder’s Home is a cozy
retreat infused with luxury and timeless charm. Personally crafted by
the founders of Plataran, this spacious locale offers a unique blend of
contemporary design and warm forest tones, blending contemporary
Indonesian design with traditional flourishes from around the
archipelago. Comprising three be rooms, a walk-in closet, an elegan
 living room, and a fully equipped dining room with state-of-the-art
kitchenette, guests will discover a home away from home. Providing
elegance at its finest, this serene villa is where guests can experience
first-hand the founders’ life, through th Founder’s Menu and 

Founder’s Activities.

7 Mezzanine

A contemporary lodging built with bold architecture and impeccable

details on the interior and furnishings that features sharing / private 

rooms with a spacious common area, including sofa and communal table

seating, dining tables, and private sharing bathrooms. Perfect for those 

who are willing to explore off-the-beaten track in style and comfort,

Mezzanine Lodge features two (2) single beds or one (1) double bed, and 

wardrobe for storage.

House Resort

Each House Resort comprises 4 units of Deluxe, 4 units of Deluxe Family 

and 2 units of Deluxe Attic. In total Plataran Bromo offers 12 units of Deluxe,

12 units of Deluxe Family and 6 units of Deluxe Attic.

- Deluxe

Wonderful accommodation combines a luxurious stay with magnificent 

views. This 31 sqm room features one king-sized bed, private bathroom, 

private outdoor terrace (or balcony) and access to a shared living room.

- Deluxe Family

Features a double bed integrated with a separate bunk, along with

a private bathroom, working desk, floor-level sofa and access to a shared 

living room. With space enough to accommodate three people, the Deluxe 

Family room is a great option for a cosy vacation and provides a home 

away from home; the ultimate family retreat at Bromo.

- Deluxe Attic

Enjoy a memorable stay with friends or family in this unique and spacious 

room. Measuring 36 sqm, the Deluxe Attic features triple single beds,

private bathroom and access to a shared living room.



FOUNDER’S HOME



7 MEZZANINE



3 HOUSE RESORT



3 HOUSE RESORT

DINING

Teras Bromo
Teras Bromo delivers an unforgettable dining experience with 
sublime views of the rural beauty of agricultural plantations                   
woven into the surrounding hillsides. Designed in harmony with 
its countryside locale, the restaurant offers a wide selection of
Indonesian-Asian comfort food made with the freshest locally
grown ingredients.

Syailendra Venue & Dining
Sit back, relax and ruminate in the stylish surrounds of Syailendra 
Venue & Dining; Plataran Bromo’s main restaurant area, where an 
eclectic menu offers international, Indonesian and pan-Asian fare. 
Perched high in the hills, this lofty space is designed to resemble an 
alpine lodge, with its combination of rustic bare brickwork, elegant 
wooden finishings and a range of nooks and cosy spaces in which 
to cuddle up and take refuge from the crisp mountain air outside.

Langit Mahameru Bar & Lounge
Langit Mahameru Bar & Lounge is the perfect place to unwind, 
catch up with friends or indulge in some light snacks, cocktails, 
mocktails, coffee and tea. With views overlooking Plataran hill 
and the fertile farmland beyond, Langit Mahameru combines
expansive views with cosy and intimate spaces, for a venue 
that’s ideally suited to socializing, refuelling, sharing stories or
planning your next steps out into the magical landscapes of Bromo.



TERAS BROMO
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PADMA SPA

Nestled in the highlands of Bromo, Padma Spa, meaning ‘sacred 

lotus’ in Sanskrit, allows everyone to balance mind, body, and 

soul and to reignite the inner glow in peace.

Hours: 09:00 am – 09:00 pm



EVENTS & MEETING

Meetings

Tucked away in the highlands of East Java, Plataran Bromo offers a unique 

location for business meetings, corporate events and ceremonies that are 

truly one of a kind. A wide range of versatile venues and meeting facilities 

are offered, letting you host your gatherings, training or team building 

sessions with smooth professionalism and stylish confidence. Through-

out the hotel and beyond its borders, adventure and inspiration await, 

ranging from authentic culinary experiences to rich cultural discovery 

tours, nature-inspired activities, and immersive team-building activities.

Weddings

Weddings at Plataran Bromo Resort & Venue are a truly unique five-star 

experience. Plataran’s newest wedding venue provides a truly stunning 

backdrop for ceremonies, from its lofty vantagepoint overlooking the 

idyllic farmland of nearby Ngadiwono and the rolling volcanic hills of 

Java. Ceremonies, photoshoots and reception events can be tailored to 

incorporate a range of locations around the property, each with their 

own unique charm. Choose from the elegant Aurora Wedding Deck; the 

spacious Syailendra Venue and Dining; the Putri Dewi Amphitheater, with

enough space for 300 people; or the picturesque Langit Bromo Viewing 

Deck, with a capacity of 200.



SYAILENDRA VENUE & DINING

BRAHMA MEETING ROOM



LANGIT BROMO OBSERVATION DECK

KINANDARI BAR AND LOUNGE



PUTRI DEWI AMPHITHEATER

SYAILENDRA VENUE & DINING



LANGIT BROMO



LANGIT BROMO

Perched on the top of a hill at the end of a long and winding 
mountain road, Langit Bromo is a luxurious nest in the 
mountains of Java, high above the clouds and right on the 
threshold of the Bromo volcano. At 1,700 meters above sea 
level, the property offers superb views overlooking Mt. Arjuna 
and the adjacent valley, which sweeps down into the foothills, 
farmland and savannahs of Java below. Stretching out over 
five floors, Langit Bromo is home to Plataran’s lobby, along 
with the JivaDevi Gallery, Langit Mahameru Bar & Lounge, and
the Syailendra Venue & Dining area. In addition, the Mezzanine 
and viewing deck provide access to the private pool, Family 
Villa & House Resort, along with broad and idyllic spaces in 
which to stargaze or simply enjoy the view.



PUTRI DEWI AMPHITHEATRE



PUTRI DEWI AMPHITHEATRE

Perched on a hill overlooking Mt. Arjuna, Putri Dewi 

Amphitheatre sets a stage for an unforgettable ‘above the 

cloud’ moment and performance. It is the only outdoor 

amphitheater in the region supported with a full sound 

system





FACILITIES 

BROMO TEMPLE 
JEEP CHECK POINT
JIVADEVI NURSERY
EXCLUSIVE REST ROOM
MUSHOLLA





ENCOUNTER

Enrich your vacation with a variety of destination-in-

spired activities that range in nature from cultural and 

culinary to adventure and wellness pursuits. Visit the 

magical sunset & sunrise Bromo. Discover the caldera 

and its natural wonders at a leisurely pace and immerse 

yourself in the storied surroundings of Mount Bromo. 

Take a hike or a jeep ride through the scenic countryside, 

exploring local villages. Indulge your love for culture, 

learn to dance, play gamelan or simply chill out watching 

Tenggerese children as they practice the steps and notes 

of their traditional performance together. Visit the local 

farms and learn about the growth cycle of these apple 

trees and how to care for them. Just some of the many 

personalised destination experiences that await you.



and many more… 

OVERVIEW
A one-stop destination that harmonize natural, adventure, culinary 
and cultural aspects of Bromo. Plataran Bromo is composed of Plataran 
Residence, Bromo Lodge by Plataran, Teras Bromo Restaurant, and  
Langit Bromo – venue & dining complex. All with an exclusive access 
to the surrounding nature. Strategically located at the gateway of the 
UNESCO World Heritage Site – Bromo Tengger Semeru National Park, 
Plataran Bromo is 16 KM from Mt. Bromo, 40 KM from Malang Abdul 
Rachman Saleh Airport, 108 KM from the Surabaya Juanda International 
Airport, making it ideal for both leisure and business travelers.

FACILITIES AND SERVICES
Plataran Bromo provides a one-stop hospitality service for guests who 
want the have the full experience of the mystical Bromo. 

Accommodation
FOUNDER’S HOME
Overlooking the majestic hills of Bromo, the Founder’s Home is a 
cozy retreat infused with luxury and timeless charm. Comprising 
three bedrooms, a walk-in closet, an elegant living room, and a fully 
equipped dining room with state-of-the-art kitchenette, guests will 
discover a home away from home. Providing elegance at its finest, this 
serene villa is where guests can experience first-hand the founders’ life, 
through the Founder’s Menu and Founder’s Activities.

MEZZANINE
A contemporary lodging built with bold architecture and impeccable 
details on the interior and furnishings that features sharing / private 
rooms with a spacious common area, including sofa and communal 
table seating, dining tables, and private sharing bathrooms.

Mezzanine features two (2) single beds or one (1) double bed,  
and wardrobe for storage.

HOUSE RESORT
The newest accommodation and facilities of its brand-new house 
resort has launched last September 2018. It consists of 4 units of 
Deluxe Room, 4 units of Deluxe Family and 2 units of Deluxe Attic;  
each individual room has its own en-suite bathroom.

Common Area includes dining tables, kitchenette, and resting areas 
with sofa

 
JEEP CHECKPOINT
With a professional jeep checkpoint facility that holds up to 100 jeeps, 
Teras Bromo is the perfect pit stop for travelers preparing for their 
mountain adventure, or unwinding on the journey back. 

PLATARAN BROMO RESORT & VENUE

Address

Ngadiwono, Tosari, Pasuruan, East Java, Indonesia

P. +62 812 1666 9292, +62 341 356 634

Email  bromo@plataran.com

www.plataran.com/bromo

FACT SHEET



and many more… 

Dining
TERAS BROMO BY PLATARAN
Located in the area known for its unique agriculture, Teras Bromo offers 
a selection of casual Indonesian and Asian food on the basis of using 
locally grown ingredients.

Total Capacity: 80 pax 
Hours: 24 hours

SYAILENDRA VENUE & DINING - LANGIT MAHAMERU BAR & LOUNGE
A one-stop dining complex perched on the top of a hill. From
Indonesian handicrafts and art galleries, to a full-service restaurant
and a coffee shop, this three-story building features  a dining and 
cultural experience that is worthy of the scenery. 

Total Capacity of Syailendra Venue & Dining: 150 pax
Total Capacity of Langit Mahameru Bar & Lounge: 80 pax

FACILITIES 
JivaDevi Gallery 
A gallery featuring a curated collection of Indonesian traditional crafts. 

Putri Dewi Amphitheatre 
An outdoor amphitheater overlooking Mt. Arjuna supported with 
a full-sound system.

OTHER FACILITIES & SERVICES
•  JivaDevi Nursery 
•  Tanggul Angin Hill
•  Bromo Temple 
•  Exclusive Rest Room
•  Musholla

Credit card accepted
We accept AMEX, VISA, MASTER, and JCB
Personal Cheque cannot be accepted

PLATARAN ENCOUNTERS
Enrich your vacation with a variety of destination-inspired activities 

that range in nature from cultural and culinary to adventure pursuits, 

as you embark on your very own Plataran Bromo Encounter. 

•  Tengger Caldera Wonders •  Sacred Bromo 

•  Sunrise Al Fresco  •  East Java Heritage 

•  Garden Romantic Dinner  •  Farmers For A Day  

•  An Apple A Day   •  Traditional Performance Lesson

•  Cooking Adventure  •  Jiva Devi Picnic Garden

•  Sunset Al Fresco  and many more…  

PLATARAN BROMO



PLATARAN BROMO
RESORT & VENUE

Ngadiwono, Tosari, Pasuruan, East Java 67177, Indonesia
P. +62 812 1666 9292, +62 341 356 634

E. bromo@plataran.com

www.plataran.com


